
HIGHLANDER FACULTY EXPERIENCES

ACADEMIC SUCCESS CENTER

Not All Those Who Wonder Are Lost  
ACADEMIC EXPLORATION  |  YOUNG HALL FIRST FLOOR ATRIUM

Hello Highlanders! Choosing majors and minors can feel overwhelming. Most students aren’t aware of all the amazing 
academic programs Radford has to offer. Would you like to explore majors and minors offered at Radford University 
and have a great time doing it? Join the Academic Exploration team to play “Unspeakable” and learn more about our 
majors and minors! 

NOTES:



ARTIS COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Bones, Stones and Behavior:  
Exploring Anthropology  
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCE  |  CENTER FOR THE SCIENCES 054
Have you ever wondered how bones, stones and other remains solve puzzles? Join the anthropological sciences 
faculty to learn how these clues provide insight to human behavior and answers to all sorts of mysteries. Whether 
working on a forensic investigation or an archaeological site, learn about how anthropologists reconstruct events 
from fragmentary evidence.

Amazing Plant Adaptations  
BIOLOGY  |  CENTER FOR THE SCIENCES 155
Plants can’t run away from danger like animals can, so they have evolved some pretty spectacular adaptations to 
withstand adverse conditions. In this session, we’ll visit the Radford University Greenhouse to investigate some cool 
plants with unusual survival features. With climate change, plants are migrating and adapting to warmer temperatures, 
extreme weather, inconsistent precipitation, nutrient imbalances, etc. We’ll discuss some of these adaptations, which 
directly affect other organisms in our ecosystems. We’ll share details about the three exciting majors available in the 
Department of Biology.

NOTES:
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Summer Citrus: The Chemistry of Fruit!  
CHEMISTRY  |  CENTER FOR THE SCIENCES 353
Think essential oils are cool? Come learn how to extract essential oils from citrus fruit with chemistry faculty.  Using dry 
ice, you’ll see how we can use peels of citrus fruit to produce fragrant oils.  We will look at other natural products and 
their chemical composition to understand the broad world of chemistry. The faculty will be available to tell you about 
exciting research opportunities in our department and answer questions you have about studying chemistry. 

Don't Take It for Granite — a Virtual Field Trip and Discussion  
on the Past, Present and Future of our Amazing Planet    
GEOLOGY  |  REED AND CURIE HALLS 244
Geoscientists wear many hats to understand the earth – past, present and future. Join us for a virtual tour around 
the globe to learn about the places where faculty in the Department of Geology do their research to understand this 
incredible planet!

Exploring and Modeling Our World with Virtual Reality and GIS  
GEOSPATIAL SCIENCE  |  CENTER FOR THE SCIENCES 133/134
Interested in VR and 3D modeling? This session will provide participants with an overview of current geospatial 
technology and hands-on experiences with 3D modeling and VR technologies. Come explore virtual geographic 
environments with HTC Vive, the Microsoft HoloLens, and a 3D GIS monitor.

How is Mathematics You Learned in Elementary through High School 
Used in Ways that You May Never Have Realized?  
MATHEMATICS  |  CENTER FOR THE SCIENCES 389
“I’ll never use this!” Ever think that while learning math in school? Come see how some of the basic mathematics you 
learned in school has real-life applications like cryptography and QR codes.

Radford University Physics — From Atoms to the Universe  
PHYSICS  |  PLANETARIUM/REED AND CURIE HALLS 214
Come visit our state-of-the-art planetarium to explore educational and research opportunities in physics, astronomy, 
arctic geophysics, and more.  Join us for activities in our research spaces.

School of Computing and Information Sciences Info Session  
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCE  |  REED AND CURIE HALLS 142
The School of Computing and Information Sciences wants to help you be successful in our majors. Join a faculty 
member to learn about the different majors and concentrations and get tips for success in our programs. Get all your 
questions answered!

NOTES:
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Welcome to Health and Human Performance — Your Journey Begins Here! 
HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE  |  PETERS HALL 137
Learn about career opportunities in the areas of allied health science, health and exercise science, nutrition, physical 
education  and sport management. Hear from our students about what daily life is like and what opportunities are 
available to you!

Career Exploration in Recreation, Parks and Tourism (RCPT)  
RECREATION, PARKS AND TOURISM  |  COOK HALL 225
Investigate different career paths and employer demands in RCPT.

Teachers are Problem Solvers!  
SCHOOL OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND LEADERSHIP 
TEACHING RESOURCES CENTER C109 PETERS HALL
What is the most significant issue facing education today, and how can you be part of the solution? Students planning 
to become educators will explore the biggest challenges the field faces.

NOTES:
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Communication and Media Studies  
COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES  |  HEMPHILL HALL 1006
Logos, slogans, jingles and brand mascots are essential components of communication campaigns. Join School of 
Communication faculty to test your knowledge in some fun, interactive communication challenges. Students and family 
can also explore our learning spaces, including a Social Media and Research Technologies (SMART) Lab, computer labs, 
creative storytelling collaborative spaces, a podcasting studio and audio and video studios. 

Forensics Lab   
CRIMINAL JUSTICE  |  HEMPHILL HALL 3009
Fingerprints, tool analysis and bullet trajectory, oh my! If you are interested in trying your hand at crime scene 
investigation, come visit the Department of Criminal Justice’s Forensic Lab Classroom. Students and families will learn 
about the lab’s various crime-scene technologies and will conduct some fingerprint analysis. The session will conclude 
with a discussion of other exciting features, facilities and programming within the department.

#Book-Tok  
ENGLISH  |  HEMPHILL HALL 4126
Browse our collection, choose a book and create a 20-30 second talk for your own TikTok video. Take a “shelfie” with 
a book you choose and post to your Instagram! Time will be provided for Q&A with English faculty on career options, 
concentrations and specialized interests from drama to linguistics and all points in between.

The World and More  
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES  |  HEMPHILL HALL 4013
So you're a language major? You have questions; we have answers! Come visit the Language Lab to explore your 
language interests and opportunities and meet faculty. Lots of Q& A time provided.

NOTES:

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
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Window to the Past, Doorway to the Future  
HISTORY  |  HEMPHILL HALL 3024
Why does history matter?  Why do the sources historians use matter?  Why is earning a degree in history important for 
social movements moving forward?  Come learn how history shapes the future, and how you can play a part in that.

QAnon in Dallas: Cult, Social Movement, Conspiracy or Something Else? 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES  |  HEMPHILL HALL 3022
On Nov. 2, 2021, hundreds of supporters of the QAnon conspiracy theory gathered in Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas. On 
that day, they expected to witness the return of President John F. Kennedy and John F. Kennedy Jr., both of whom 
are deceased. This was to be followed by the reinstatement of Donald Trump to the presidency. In this session, we 
will explore the QAnon conspiracy theory and why followers expected the Kennedys in Dallas that day. Finally, we will 
examine why conspiracy theories arise and what social needs give rise to these extraordinary claims. 

Political Science: The World Is Yours to Lead   
POLITICAL SCIENCE  |  HEMPHILL HALL 5011
Are you passionate about a national or global issue? Can you be a better legislator than your congressperson? If you 
worked for the State Department, how would you know which country is most powerful? Do you know how much 
government affects your daily life? Come join the Department of Political Science as we explore these questions 
through simulations and activities that will engage students on important concepts in political science, like power, how 
decisions are made and how citizens can make real change. This session is a preview of the types of questions, thinking 
and methods students will find in our Radford political science classes. Political science graduates have the opportunity 
to change the world by working in campaigns and government, lobbying, law, nonprofits, advocacy, intelligence, 
defense and foreign policy.

Embracing the Human Experience  
PSYCHOLOGY  |  HEMPHILL HALL 1016
Some people think psychology is about lying on a couch and sharing your dreams, but it is so much more! Psychology 
studies the mind, the brain, emotions and behavior. In this session, you will journey through the field of psychology 
using interactive experiments and demonstrations. We will look at a variety of psychological questions: “How does 
social media affect your mood?” “What is consciousness?” “Can you remember something that never happened?” 
“Does personality impact the way we interact with others?” Join as we learn about the current trends in psychology 
research and the flexibility a psychology education can provide.

People at Work  
SOCIOLOGY AND PROGRAM IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES  |  HEMPHILL HALL 3020
Come hear about the hands-on learning and unique opportunities offered by the Department of Sociology and its 
minor in African American Studies. Our students engage in internships, community-based partnerships and research 
experiences in the Center for Social and Cultural Research.

NOTES:
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COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS

Carousel of the Arts   
ART, THEATER, DANCE, MUSIC AND DESIGN  |  TRINKLE HALL DEAN'S SUITE
Explore the world of visual and performing arts through an interactive carousel of activities. Join faculty from the 
Departments of art, dance, design, music and theatre & cinema for games, creative problem solving and collaborative 
art-making. Come join us and explore your creative potential and see what the College of Visual and Performing Arts 
has to offer!

NOTES:
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Bu$iness Majors, Winning Decisions   
DAVIS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS  |  KYLE HALL 320
Is Bitcoin going to rebound? Can Tesla keep going up? Or will you play it safe with IBM? Demonstrate your stock-
picking savvy: Make a bet (for free). We will use real-time market prices to award prizes to the winners. Faculty 
members and current students will introduce you to the different majors and clubs of Davis College that help students 
remain up-to-date on current business concepts and economic events.

DAVIS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

NOTES:
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SCHOOL OF NURSING

The Sky’s the Limit in Nursing!    
SCHOOL OF NURSING  |  COOK HALL 107
The sky’s the limit in nursing! Healthcare is forever changing and soaring ahead with changes and challenges daily. 
Radford School of Nursing prepares you to enter the world of nursing with general knowledge about nursing and health 
care. Meet us and learn how we will help you have the wings to take off in this amazing career.

NOTES:
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WALDRON COLLEGE

Simulations in Speech and Hearing Disorders: The Department of 
Communication Sciences and Disorders   
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS  |  WALDRON HALL 225
Interested in exploring a major that leads to rewarding careers with individuals with a variety of communication 
disorders? This session, presented by the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, will invite you to 
experience through a simulation what more than 35 million Americans with hearing loss face every day. You’ll also get 
to see inside your own ears! Moving from hearing to speech and language, you will take the perspective of millions of 
individuals around the globe with significant impairments who no longer solely use speech to converse but may rely on 
technology that is controlled by eye movements. 

Social Justice Soundtrack   
SOCIAL WORK  |  WALDRON HALL 226
Join us in discussing the role of music in social justice movements and how music can help shape our values, attitudes 
and how we view the world. We’ll discuss the centrality of social justice in social work practice while we collaborate to 
create a social justice playlist for all new social work majors! 

NOTES:
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ARTIS COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
REED AND CURIE HALLS ATRIUM
Join us at the Artis College of Science and Technology in Reed and Curie Halls! 
This building, along with the Center for the Sciences, houses state-of-the-
art classrooms, teaching and research laboratories, as well as a vivarium, the 
planetarium and the Museum of Earth Sciences. In the Artis College, students 
prepare to be successful professionals in a culturally diverse global economy 
that is becoming increasingly technical and scientifically advanced.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
PETERS HALL
Join us in Peters Hall to learn about the opportunities in the College of 
Education and Human Development (CEHD). Meet the deans, engage with 
faculty and current students and visit our spaces. Explore our academic 
programs in teacher education, allied health science, health and exercise 
science, nutrition, physical education, sport management and recreation, parks 
and tourism. Discover why should make CEHD your academic home!

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
HEMPHILL HALL
Join us at the College of Humanities and Behavioral Sciences in Hemphill Hall! 
As the largest building on campus, this 143,600-square-foot structure features 
a courtroom, a state-of-the-art broadcast studio, digital video and audio editing 
facilities, a forensic laboratory, an emergency operations center, a children's and 
young adult literature library and a variety of research centers. Students from 
across campus enjoy study areas on every floor and collaborative breakout 
rooms, as well as the campus Starbucks.

COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
TRINKLE HALL
Explore the world of visual and performing arts through an 
interactive carousel of activities. Join faculty from the Departments 
of Art, Dance, Design, Music and Theatre & Cinema for experiential 
games, creative problem solving and collaborative art-making. Come 
join us and explore your creative potential and see what the College 
of Visual and Performing Arts has to offer!

COLLEGE ENGAGEMENT AND EXPLORATION

NOTES:



OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH  |  YOUNG HALL 213
Come join us in Young Hall 221 to learn about exciting research opportunities 
across campus, from the arts to the sciences to business and everything in 
between.  Engage in Radford’s innovative research culture by creating unique 
stickers and/or green screen pictures to remember your time at Quest.

ROTC  |  ATRIUM OF HEMPHILL HALL
The Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) is a college elective that develops 
Leadership Skills in our students as they prepare for Military Service. Army ROTC 
offers a commission as a Second Lieutenant in either the active Army or Reserve 
Forces in a variety of career fields. Students can participate in the program for up 
to 2 years without a commitment to the Army. This minor is the first step towards 
becoming an Army Officer upon graduation. For more information about the 
program, contact the Recruiting Operations Officer at arotc@radford.edu or visit 
our table in Hemphill Hall.

COLLEGE ENGAGEMENT AND EXPLORATION

HONORS COLLEGE 
BONNIE AUDITORIUM IN THE HULBURT STUDENT CENTER
Students already admitted to the Honors College will meet with honors faculty 
and staff to review the honors curriculum and option for an honors minor. 
Students will receive confirmation about the honors course(s) in which they have 
been registered. Families are welcome! (Note: Not offered during Transfer Quest 
Orientation Sessions)

DAVIS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS  |  KYLE HALL 320
Join Dean Joy Bhadury at Kyle Hall, the 110,000-square-foot home for the 
Davis College of Business and Economics. This gateway to the Radford campus 
welcomes visitors and students with open arms and state-of-the-art technology. 
Tour the auditorium-style classrooms, conference rooms and gathering spaces 
designed to stimulate collaboration and teamwork. Kyle Hall also offers the latest 
in educational technology and financial research capabilities, including a "trading 
room" with real time stock market updates, and the Venture Lab – our home for 
student entrepreneurship.

NOTES:



WALDRON COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
WALDRON HALL
Visit Waldron College of Health and Human Services where students are 
prepared for high demand helping careers including speech language 
pathology, audiology, social work, emergency services, respiratory therapy, 
public health and healthcare leadership, and several graduate programs. 
Visit Waldron Hall and learn more about our programs on the main campus, 
Roanoke campuses, and online programs.

STUDY ABROAD 
YOUNG HALL, SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE
Hoping to study abroad? Come learn how you can experience new 
places and cultures, make friends from around the world, and gain a 
global perspective–while earning credits towards your degree. Financial 
Aid and Scholarships are available!

SCHOOL OF NURSING 
SIM LAB
Join the Simulation center clinical staff and other School of Nursing 
faculty to visit the Radford University Clinical Simulation Center.  You 
will explore the state-of-the-art equipment and processes we use to 
help you soar to clinical heights.

COLLEGE ENGAGEMENT AND EXPLORATION

NOTES:


